[The dynamic shifts in the parameters of the traditional frequency-range of the EEG during learning in dogs].
Parameters of EEG recorded from some areas of the cortex and olfactory bulbs were studied during lever-pressing alimentary conditioning in dogs and analysed using FFT in a wide frequency range (1-100 Hz). Parameters of electrical activity in the cortex ans olfactory bulbs were shown to have different dynamics. Power level of cortical potentials increased in the high frequency band (40 Hz and upwards) and that of the olfactory bulbs increased in both high frequency and alpha bands. Coherent-phase characteristics of the cortical potentials give evidence that in the process of conditioning more stable relations establish between activities of different cortical areas in both high frequency and alpha bands than in the state of quiet wakefulness. At the same time relations between potentials in the cortex and in the bulbs were characterized by the larger phase shifts, increase of coherence attributed only to the high frequency but not traditional bands. Possible role of the alpha frequencies along with the high frequency band in the process of information processing is discussed.